LISBURN & DISTRICT
MOTOR CYCLE CLUB LTD

UGP BIKE WEEK TRIAL
The UGP Paddock, 5 Rusheyhill Rd, Lisburn. BT28 3TB, UK
Monday 5th August 2019 Sign on from 5.00pm--- Start: 6.30pm Permit: 077/19
Clerk of Course: J Chambers
Club Stewards: D Magill
Child Protection Officer: R Nixon
To be held under The M.C.U.I General Competition Rules, the Standing Regulation for Trials
and these:
SUPPLEMENTARY REGULATIONS:
1. The trial is open to the all adult and youth grades
2. The trial will have 3 lines to suit the above grades. This is a trial to help showcase our
sport so we will make the sections on the easy side. The Blue line will be suitable for
beginners and Sportsman. The Green line will be suitable for Clubman and the Red line will
be suitable for Semi-Expert and Expert.
3. The trial will be over 4 laps on Private Ground, each lap having 8 observed sections, and
all sections must be attempted in the correct order. These sections will be indicated by
START markers at the start and END markers at the Finish of the section. In-between
markers will be colour gates.
4. No licence required to enter.
5. Entry to paddock is strictly from the Rusheyhill road only. This is a new paddock location
and can only be entered from this new location. Signs will be up on the night to give
directions.

6. Riders must stay on the correct course at all times. Riding in the main car park is
forbidden as other events are being run at the same time. We have designed the course to
allow riders to complete the lap in safety.

Entry Fees Members £10 Adult £5 Youth Non-Members £15 Adult £10 Youth
All proceeds will be going to the NI Air Ambulance.
Entries will be accepted on the day or send to the Competition Secretary:
James Chambers
41 Lilac Walk
Belfast BT17 9QP
TEL: 07773810327

Email: jameschambers1@hotmail.co.uk

